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ABSTRACT

The spatial valence electron distribution in silicon and diamond

'•; calculated in adlabatic bond charge approximation at zero temperature

li-Ti bond charges have the Gaussian shape and their tensor character is

c.'ikon into account. An agreement between theory and experiment has been

iK'Lii''vnd. For this purpose Xia's ionic pBeudopotentials and Schulze-Unger's

' l iclmtiic function are used. By two additional parameters Â  and Z1 ve

••I'-scribe the spatial extent of the bond charge and local-field corrections,

rf-anpctivrly. TTIP parameter S1 accounts for the ratio between the Coulomb

'uiii exchans" correlation interactions of the valence electrons and i ts

nilicor. n.nd diamond values have different signs.
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1, Introduction

Many -properties of elemental silicon-type semiconductors defend on the

snatial valence electron distribution. X-ray diffraction investigations in these

crystals show that the electron density distribution cannot be approximated by

a simple superposition of spherical distributions centred, on the lattice sites.

A oonai&arable part of the electron asnsity is concentrated into the so-called

bond charges, The fir3t theory of these <iuantitieg has been developed by

Phillips [l]. However, he neglects the local-field effects in the valence

electron response to the ionic pseudopotentialB. Further investigations

have suggested, that such effects are very important in elemental ailicon-type

semiconductors [2],

In semiconductors the valence electron distribution f($) is usually

determined by a sum of |(tV(f)^5r overall valence bands labelled by n- and

overall mean-value points k of the Brillouin zone [3]. The mentioned

theoretical calculations are very labour-consuming. One must determine the

Bloch-«ave function fi^O^f) as a self-consistent solution of the one-electron

Sohrb'dinger equation where exchange and correlation valence electron effects

are included. Unfortunately, these effects are insufficiently studied. Another

kind of calculation of p(&) is based on different model considerations!k-T].

As a rule they give a bona charge compressed along the line connecting

neighbouring atoms while the experiment [6] indicates its extent.

In our paper the valence electron distribution of silicon-type semiconductors

is calculated in the framework of the microscopical dielectric screening

theory [9], The preliminary results have been given in ref.[10]. The aaiabatic

bond charge model for the valence electron density of oovalont crystals is

described in the next section. In #3 ve select the dielectric function with

vanishing local-field effects and the form-factor of the suit-able ionio pseudo-

potential. As known, both functions are very important because they determine

the inain contributions into the valence electron density which comes from

the diagonal screened bare ions of the crystal lattice. In #4 we discuss the

remaining part of the valence electron distribution. It is represented by the

Gaussian bond charges and determined by two parameters. The first of them A^

characterizes the spatial extent of the bond charges and the other accounts

for the local-field effects. Finally, in #5 we present our conclusions and

possibilities for further improvements of the bond charge approximation in

3end conducting crystals. Moreover, this approximation can expecially be

perspective in investigations of the vibrational and electronic spectra of

covalent crystals and in calculations of their total energy.
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:;.'Tiioo:n.luotor3 the attendance of the bond charges can be explained

"-•ront approachs. Phillips [ l ] has shown that if one considers * n e

trie :-crecnin£ of the bare ions a part of the valence electron charges

'•^r.Li-ated on tho bonds between neighbouring atom3, Bertoni et al. [4]

oL'."l that this part of the valence electron charge is referred to the off-

;L olr:mcnti-, of the dielectric matrix. By the Brillouin—Wigner perturb—

t^ory i".!-?J:hnovetukii and Krasko [5] have shown that the bond charges

from the coherent scattering of electron waves on some Bragg'3 planes.

Ltv! j eve! j.oj that the most direct way for introducing the bond charges

;•••; in ;•. consideration of the dynamical electron density variations when

'i.c'-onrili:!h barmonical displacements from their lattice si tes.

'act, tho linear variations of the electron density S"p(Q.) are related

Courier components f>(G) of the static electron density by

w" mean:; cm arbitrary translation of the crystal as a whole, G

: .'. reciprocal lattice vector, Q » ~q + 0 and *q is a vector reduced

first ^rillouin zone. Thins condition determines tho invariance of fC*)

r:i./;iil translation on a vector "vf is made. In this case all the Fourier

™- ^(fy) °^ iho fliEPlaccmcntc are equal to <*&t o(?) ( Q($) is the

:-:cr Liynbol). ilore ai and k denote the rectangular components and

-h biro ion of the Uigner-Beitz cell, respectively. After extracting the

l'l.",;̂ :- Trot: Op(G-) we can determine, following ( l ) , the bond charge

oution;; into tho static valence electron density. Then the problem

!:: in i'ac. developing of a suitable model for Op(Gc) v;hich can be used

t:.:.r;R of oloraental aomiconductors.

tiin ir.icro:;r;opio theory f9.1 the linear variations of the electron

:-.?". ;';ivoi-i by

•':'•: /-(Q.,uL-/ ir the otr.tlc ciiarge—density response function of the valence

^fftroriB, T.̂ h n^. intrnd'jCR th?> linear variations of the electron-Ion

Here VK(Q.) is the local pseudopotential of the k-th bare ion placed at

point of the Wignar-Seitz cell . Without any loss of generality %(Q.,QL)

be written in the following form

•/ , (4)

vfhere X(Q) deaoribea the homogeneous and isotropic part of the static charge

correlation function. By analogy to (4) the longitudinal dieleotric matrix

£(Q.3Gl) and the polarization operator 7r(Q,<3.') of valence electrons

can be represented In a similar way.

Following (4) we divide Op(Q.) in two parts. The first one OPifO.)

corresponds to the homogeneous and isotropic response of the valence electron

density and i t reads

(5)

where £(Qi) is the dielectric valence electron function with vanishing

local-field corrections. The form-factor of the k-th bare ion is ^•(Q}*

and v(d) denotes the Coulomb potential. Tha second part of the valence

electron density representation oJ5,(Qj corresponds to ^C[Q,tCij whose

exact form is unknown. In our previous paper [lo] the following approximative

expression for Of> (Qj has been suggested: _̂

(3)

where a labels the bond charge at the r point of the Wigner-Seitz cell

and we interpolate i t s form-factor by f(Q) »exp(—A.Q J . This representation

o f fygfO-J h a s b e e n raade a s suggested by the dipole approximation in the

latt ice dynamics of oovalent crystals [9].

The adiabatio bond charge model is introduced when we minitiiize the electronic

part of the crystal potential with respect to Ojp (QJ) :

SWg)

where V{Q,,Q,j is the inhoroogeneous and anisotropic part of the valence

electron polarization operator. After taking into account equation (3) and

(6) the last equality roads

(8)

(7)
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iT!?j-o thn rollovjinf; abbreviations are used:

-i9.fi ~tK)

(10)

(11)

I.'.': u~, introduce the inatrix S(if) with elements S Cf) which satisfy
:*'t o[" equations

(12)

tcrmirtinr; the bond charge displacements from (8) we have

•L tiifiii oO bocomes
• r> - * i

(13)

• <u,
.:rc tiis linear valence electron variations are referred to the inhomogeneous
: I -jnisotropin responses In the adiabatic bond charge model. It i s not
f'rinult to Giiow that in a such approximation %(Q,QL) can be written in

The ntntic valence electron distribution can be calculated by (l) if we
u.:n osprcarjion!-; (5) and (14). Whan q —,0 the singular part of
vanishes because the acoustic sum rule [9] holds. Then the regular part
gives

B
. .re tho ooinponcnts of the effective bond charge tensor read

(17)

Here &($) satisfy the set of ^equations (12) with VjlOp M p l i o 6 d ^
Vjftf) .We note that VJitf) , Eft (?) are determined by (10) and (ll)
when terms with Q • 0 are dropped. Our consideration indicates a nontrivial
dependence of the effeotive bond oharge tensor from the interaction parameters.

Phillips' theory can be reproduced in a point bond oharge approximation
when A. is equal to aero and Z-^t-jltS^* .One must alee replace T(&) by
the total dielectrio function of valence electrons £ ffl,) . In this case
(16) takes the form _»

(18)

TOien the average valence electron density is described by

(19)

where 2. denotes the valency of the k—th bare ion. Prom the crystal electro-
neutrality f(0) must be. equal to 2^2. and therefore ^ Z = ^" Z. .
In a Bilicon-type unit cell four bond charges with Zg - 2 must persist
because there are two bare ions with £ Ẑ  » 8.

Moreover, in our model the tensor character of the bond charge can be ac-
counted for. Bie synmetry considerations give in silicon-type semiconductors

£j» in the following form

A — (20)

Here H< a r e equal to i l in accordance with bond charge positions r •

(a/8)( V* , Jt* , )>* ) and a denotes the la t t i ce constant. The electroneutra-

l i t y condition leads to Z =» 2 while the rat io between the Coulomb and the

exchange correlation interactions of valance electrons can change the

magnitude and sign of Zg.

3. Dielectric function and bare ion form-factor

According to (16) the apatial valence electron distribution in oovalent

crystals i s very sensitive to the form of die lect r ic function C (Q.) . In our

adiabatic bond charge model th is function does not include local-field

corrections unt i l Hjillips* theory [ l ] operates by a dielectr ic function

with the Coulomb and eichange correlation effects taken into account. The

difference between f (0.) and £ (CO i s quite pronounced in a small Q l imit .

Then -^O') •=. £„ where denotes the dielectric



oryjtal conatant. In order to estimate £e in silicon—type semiconductors
'•ic will consider their optical properties in terms of the optical permittivity

£(^>W) which ia wave vector and frequence dependent.
A theory of the optical permittivity of a covalent semiconductor with an

:. llov/Linoc for the effect of a static exchange correlation interaction of
•.•-a.-r;-;ce electron:; has been developed in re f . [ l l ] . It has been shown that in
V'.:•••?. semiconductors the Coulomb interaction effects lead to a shift of the
rvi.iT-rictiri-tic: optical bands toward higher frequencies but such a shift can be
.•:oi,nciv.:atcd by the exchange correlation interaction. To perform the calculation
c:. S(Q,U^ ona has to know the charge density correlation function of
.-.IMC-: electron;; /£( 3+ (r, ^ + (rj*0) at different ~Q and G' reciprocal
t '.btic-j vectors. This correlation function is determined in mean—field
-:vv>ro:cLr̂ tien [12] by

(21)

;.'l-tiro IT (Q,Q, ',<&) denotes the inverss polarization matrix for valence
<;lor:tro_"i:j in a plane wave representation, V(d) sa'^ ^(d^cS) are the
';nul'.;ir.b and. exchange correlation potentials, respectively. Then £f5*J'O^ can
•̂ ,-r;ily bo calculated for a model semiconductor with two nondegenerate flat

-jvtn v oivl o separated by a gap B tsA The Wannier functions

and are strongly localized in the {-th Wigner-Seitz cell. Then we

<T~, (22)

;-jyn lv,O^> and (c,O^>are referred to the central cell for valence v- and
onduction c- bands and the interaction i3 adiabatioally turned on.

ing rof.[l l] one can obtain

21) and {22) are talten into account and

= 1 when local-field effects are neglected. It means

) = 0 for <f/ 0 and w(q(n>) -0. "ttian t f ^ w ) coinoidea with
frooi ref . [ l l ] . It is not difficult to establish the long-wave-length behaviour
of the polarization operator jr(q,qi*O ) because T£̂ >w) satisfies the
KraraerB-Kronig relations and the HUB rule for ?46t9»4*» l*»fffi«J) holds.

Aa it followB from (22) 2L£o) has an only polo at «O = i . But the
optical spectra of elemental semiconductors show two typioal maximuna at u}^
and <*>t [2(13]« If we use (23) the characteristic frequences are determined
by the following equation

where Cd.

to - A

) |«tj ia the plasmon frequence of valence electrons with

density p and P(<o ) = lim F(q*,U>). Next, let us take account that at
ie , ?-»0

high frequenoBs all electrons can be coai&ered aB free-like and they form a

homogeneous electron gas. Then we approximate P(M)) by

(25)

sYfo-i)
(26)

where Jt. , A and D have to be extracted from the optical spectra

of elemental semiconductors.

In order to estimate the above parameters we use data for £ 0 , E. = nw^

and Eg = nio, in the case of silicon-type semiconductors given in ref. [13]•

Further,one can easily solve equation (25) and then it and A read

(27)

The optical dielectric constant of the crystal is

D (28)

where the local-field effects ara taken into account by D . The empirical
values of h(0B and

f
the calculated values of
Here one can also find the values of

for silicon-type semiconductors [13] and

A and D are presented in Table 1.

(29)
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n\[ cToeoJi.; £0 in diamond and silicon as has been expected in

Finally , in elemental send conductors we take the dielectric function in

(30)

i l l . l?=*/4lC and £ = 3/4fc* . As has been shorn [16] this dielectr ic

:'i:.n;ition leads to the bfist rcnultG in theoretical investigations of the band

•t :-n-:r.uro in silicon-type semiconductors .The form-factors of bare ions we will

e by

(3D

.•!iT' thfi ionic parameters

Tn Fitr. 1 we corn-pare

and o^*,; can be found in Xia1 s paper[IT].

v functions for 31 ion when different ionic

,? ;"u.lo;rotonti-a^ art; used [17 - 22]. Obviously, for p(&) calculations X,

.'.I', IJC nibi. ,'JO function;; are more preferable if non-truncated local ionic pseudo-

:v.j";"nt,i;.i,ln-["17 ~ 20] are applied. He found that Xia' 3 function (31) was more

useful in our case. Moreover, the ionic pseudopotentials [21,23] can only

-.-.". u'/!'-L for b;uid structure calculations of elemental semiconductors in terms

of the non-spherical local pseudopotential method as has been shown in

4, valence electron distribution in silicon and diamond

•!,-.r ,:uij;;titutiti/- (?.0) into (16) the following expression for the Fourier

orrmonents of the valence electron density is established

••-.+, CiH arbitrary G = (2 *"/a) (h,!t, 1) in silicon—type semiconductors we

(33)

- y -

[t * e«} J "(34)

Here f (0) is the forro-faotor of the bare ion given by (31),

denotes bond charge form-factor and zL describea the off-diagonal oomponanta

of the effective bond charge tensor. Hie reference point has been fixed on the

bond charge.

We next have to determine parameters A^ and Z

characterizing the bond charge spatial extent and local-field effectB,

respectively. For this purpose we minimize the mean-square deviation of the

calculated Courier components p, (frj from the measured one PtXp((j-) •

Unfortunately, P. +_#(&•) [24] is oxporlmentally determined where f^ C &*)

also persists. But we need ftofrat ~ Pcore ' Moreovert /to4ft£
 ia ̂ B u s l ly

available at room temperature while we consider the zsro temperature limit.

For Si we Use form-factors data from X-ray scattering investigations [2 5]
°2

and the Bebye-Ifaller factor value equal to O.46 A while the core electron
contributions have been approximated by

(36)

where A. ia the nuclear charge, & and R. denote parameters of the ionic

core. In the caae of silicon we determine a - 2.169 and H^ - 0.289 at.un.

by fitting to the measured form-factors for larga-sngie scattering because then

the core electrons yield the main contribution.

Table 2 contains ftm^) f o r silicon as well as the theoretical values

of the Fourier eleotron density components calculated when (30) and (31) are

used and A_ = 0.7 at.un., JL » 0.05. Ihere is a satisfactory coincidence

between p (£) and p f?) but at (f • (2 tr/a.) (1,1,1) the large

difference persists. To improve the agreement between theory and experiment

we use Tyuterev's dielectric function

-10-
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0 ££*) _ p.(&) i s shown on { l l ° f diamond plane when Z_ takes different

(37)

H " -0.041 and R = 4.529 at .un. have been
i::i"i-ait!i!d wiiun ta = 13.74 . Unfortunately, p (4A*)= -2.104 while al l

oi'i.•.-.' nor.;ioiifinbn remain unchanged. The difference also arises when one puts

f = 0 because our consideration becomes identical to the Thomas-Fermi

•• !irr"!>:;imr-.tion "or tho dielectric function.

Tiv. contours of the electronic density represented ^J f^- f t ) 1 j ^ (fc^

r..rA p £|*} on {HO? crystallographic plane in silicon case are mapped in

i :. Z. OIIQ nay sos ;: good agreement between the theoretical and experimental

v.L:-. .although the difference between tha Fourier component with 0 » (2j/a)x

(1,1,1) ln.r; been aotcid. In silicon the bond charge has a nearly spherical

"'" ••'"-• Oul" Ptijerf^J d a t a a r e * l s o v e r ^ c l o E e t o t h e r e s u l t s g l v e n l n r e f

where? non-local poeudopotential calculations have been performed. But our

••,o>i::ir.lor:vtion has been baood on the local pseudopotential approach. We prefer

••. "local L-ryntal pseudopotential but i t s atomic-like ingredients

loo;;.- tbo 5phGric.1l cymniGtry from the bond charge contributions [23,26].

%' analog to silicon canie diamond fixpfG"} h a s been determined from the

r,TV.:'.tired, form-factors in X—ray experiments [27J. The Debye-Waller factor has

'•j'.v:n adopted equal to 0,15 X [28] and the fitted parameters of the ionic

™oro M J B. - 0.711 and EL = 0.2o4 at.un. We also suggest that some anomalous

I,i"'x<r3io!i contributions have been taken into account because the ionic core

rr-r-iiKjberr; R and It have been f i t t s i to empirical data at large scatter—

in,-; a.;v;la;;. Koroovfir, we well understand that our fenpOj) results are based

0.1 :i vor.y rourfi approximation for the core electron contributions and neglect

unharrnonic temperature corrections expected to be essential in silicon.

In I'ablo 3 vie prQEOnt the results for diamond with Â  » 0.4 at.un. and

a' .-.- -0 ,3 . 'Kie agreement between theory and experiment is not so good as in

:.nico.i. In Pif;. 3 the contours of the equivalent electronic density on i l l° t

"1 '11',; in Oliraond aro plotted. Let us note that the spatial valence electron

•i'.-.'L-itv lintrlbution hac been acceptably described in our adiabatic bond

'.; :-;.r--'; m t - l . Particularly, this model gives a correct explanation of the

:;iiii CA\rx;-r: extant along the line connecting neighbouring atoms. Also, in

cnvalent semiconductors the bond charge shape is a -very sensitive function of

values. Our results indicate that the spherical bond charge distribution can

be obtained for Z_ > 0 while for Z~ < 0 the bond charge becomes longer and

the decoupling of two equal parts 1B possible. These features of the spatial

valence electron distribution in eovalent semiconductors hava not been taken into

account in raf. [ l ] ,

5. DiaouBBion

parameter In Fig. 4 the electron density distribution

The microscopic adiabfttio bond charge model of the spatial valence electron

distribution in eovalent crystals has been presented, Tha model has been based

on the theory of dielectric Boreening [9] and on a rigorous sum rule (1) in

which the linear electron density variation is bound to the static electron

distribution in crystal. At variance from Rlillips1 theory [l] our model

gives a correct proportion between the Coulomb and exchange correlation

interactions of valence electrons and leads to acceptable results in silicon

and diamond. However, the theoretical results are very sensitive to the

selection of the dielectric function S(Q) , form-factor of the bare ion

^(Qlfbond charge form-factor f-Cft) and local-field parameter Z^ . In our

consideration Schulze-Unger's dielectric function [15] and Xia's ionic pseudo-

potentials [17] have been used. The bond charge form-factor haa been

approximated by the Gaussian function exp^-LQ ) . Then two parameters iL

and 2L, have been found by a fitting procedure.

Certainly, a proper selection of the empirical values for the Fourier

components of the valence electron density has been an important point in our

calculations. A very simple procedure has been used to take into account the

temperature and core electron corrections. The unharmonic effects which are

more important in silicon [29(30] than in diamond have been negleoted and the

role of core electrons has been accounted for ia a simple manner accordingly

{36). It is possible, that in silicon the divergence between theory and experi-

ment for 0(1,1,1) is a consequence of the non-realistic empirical value.

Nevertheless, our results for the spatial electron distribution in. silicon

and diamond are better than other model considerations [4-7].

I t may be useful to consider other forms for ^T/Q) ^ d we hope

to ao so in the near future. When we use the Gaussian function for f_(Q)

a new feature of diamond in comparison with silicon emerges. I t

consists in the negative local-field parameter z!, while in silicon i t is

nearly zero.Also, in diamond the parameter Ag is smaller than

in silicon. I t means that in the first case bond charges are more localized

in space. The adiabatic bond charge model can also be applied in Ge and^_ ^

-11 - -13-



•'or finding the natural trends of A_ and Z,, parameters in elemental

• 'mico-afhK-;torn» Another useful spreading of the bond charge model concejr-ns the

:i:i" blende crystals. These investigations are in progress and the results
..-ill \v- Tiublir.hcd in a forthcoming paper.
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Tahle 1. aiergiea of the optical gaps (in eV) and dielectric

constants of silicon-type crystals.

Crystal

Diamond

3L

Ge

31.2

16.6

15.6

12.7

9.8

3.4

2.1

1.4

h

12.5

4.3

4.4

3.1

5.7

11.7

16.0

24.O

IS.

8.5

2.8

2.3

1.6

13.4

4.6

4.3

3.0

s

0.87

0.84

1.14

1.28

6.4

13.7

14.2

19.0

Table 2. The Fourier components of the valence eletron density

in silicon (in electron per Wigner-Seitz cell).

hkl

000

111

220

311
222

400

331
422

333

511

440

531

442

8

-1.730

O.O84

0.338

O.38O

O.364

-O.052

-0.126

-0.097

-0.076

-0.080

ft®
7.416

-0.935

-0.073

0.122

0

0.155

-0.034

-0.068

-O.OJl

-0.031

-0.016

-0.005

0

0.534

-1.198

0

0.209

0.325

0.116

0.027

0

-0.003

-0.003

0.002

0.000

0

?;$

0

0.060

0.020

0.006

0

0

-0.008

0.002

0.005

0.001

0

0.000

0.000

8

-2.073

0.093

0.337

0.325

0.271

-O.O65

-0.066

-0.029

-0.033

-0.014

-0.005

0.000
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'inblc .1. The Fourier oompotietits Of the valence electron density

in diamond (in electron per Wigner-Seitz cell),

h k l

• •yn

111
„„.-,

311

''.?''''.

331
422

333

Ml

• 1 • • ; . • • )

531

f̂ fGl

0

-1.946

- O . ? 9 J

O,I;>4

o.vgs

0.310

0.009
-0.060

-0,00?

-0,00?

-0.097

-0,031

0.000

6.750

-0.645

-0.026
0.056
0

0.098

-0.051
-0.029
-0.009

-0.009
0.001
0,004

0

y»
1.350

-1 .061

0

0.083

0.119

0.003

0.005

0

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0

lift
0

-0.318

-0.069

-0.011

0

0

0.001
-0.001

0.000

0.000
0

0.000

0.000

8

-2.024

-0.094
0.128

0.119

0.101

-0.045
-0.030
-0.009

-0.009
0.002
0.004

0

Figure captions

'I,;. I Porin-factori! of Si'*'1" ion when the ionic pseudopotentialo of X [I7]t

AH fl.0.7, LC [19], SO [20], KNF [?l] and AMM [22] are used.

•ftlnnon ';loctron density distribution on \110j plane in Eilioon.

Fi/juras indicate the number of electrons in the Wigner— Seitz cell.

• • ! . - . 2

t
ar

'ir. 3 ""lonco electron density distribution on iHOj plane in diamond.

";:. 4 Sloctron denaities on jHOf piano in diamond for different values

of the local—field parameter zi .
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